
Herringbone (Ndebele) Stitch Basics

Starting Herringbone Stitch
After creating a base ladder in the desired width, start your herringbone by adding pairs of beads and 
stitching down through the previous row and back up.

Herringbone or Ndebele Stitch originated in South Africa. It gets its distinctive “V” pattern by 
stitching on beads in pairs, which causes them to tilt slightly. Herringbone is usually built on a 
base of one or more rows of Ladder Stitch. The Ladder beads will sit straight next to each 
another, lacking the distinctive herringbone tilt. For Even Count Herringbone, the base Ladder 
must have an even number of beads so you can add pairs of beads all the way across. In Odd 
Count Herringbone, a single bead must be added to finish each row and it will also lack the 
distinctive herringbone tilt.  

Step 2. Sew back through the previous 
bead in a figure 8 pattern.  

Quick Ladder Stitch

Step 1. String on all the beads for a full row. 

Step 3. Repeat to connect all the beads in 
the row.  You may need a knot to secure 
since this is looser than a standard ladder.

Single Ladder
Sew each bead on to the previous one, 
forming a row of beads sitting side by side.

Double Ladder
Like single ladder, using pairs of stacked 
beads, forming 2 rows at once.

Ladder Stitch
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Step 1. Pick up 2 beads and sew down through the 2nd to last bead in the 
row below, then up through the next bead.

Ladder Base

Step 2. Pick up 2 more beads, sew down through the bead in the row 
below, and up through the next bead. Continue this to end of row.

Ladder Base



Stepping Up
At the end of each row of herringbone stitch, your thread will be coming out of the bottom side 
of the last bead in the row below.  To start a new row, you need to “step up” so your needle is 
coming out of the top of the last bead added.  There are several options for the step up or “turn 
around” in herringbone. 
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 Exposed Thread - Pass around the outside of the 
lower bead and then up through the top bead.  This is 
traditional and simplest, but leaves thread exposed on 
side beads. (Jill Wiseman Center Stage)

 Fringe Bead - Same as the “Exposed Thread” 
option, but adds one or more beads to cover the 
thread as you pass around the outside of the 
end bead. (Artbeads -Cheri Carlson video)

 Crossover - Pass up through the second to last 
bead in the lower row, then across to pass up 
through the last bead in the new row. This 
method will tend to pull the beads straight, 
losing the herringbone tilt (BeadSchool video).  

 Thread Bridge – Wrap the thread around the 
“bridge” between the last 2 beads in the lower 
row.  Then pass back up through the last bead in 
the row to exit the last bead in the row just 
added.  (BeadingDaily StitchPro Blog)

Finishing Off
To finish off your piece, you must connect the beads in the last row using Ladder Stitch, just as in 
the first rows. You can either stitch the last row(s) of herringbone together using ladder stitch, or 
sew on additional rows of ladder stitch at the end of your piece.

Herringbone Variations
One-drop Herringbone adds 2 beads (1 row) at a time.
Two-drop or double Herringbone adds 4 beads (2 rows) at a time.
Tubular Herringbone makes beautiful, supple ropes.  

First Row Bridge Turnaround

Subsequent 
Rows

Odd  Count
Turnaround

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bq2BNT9rKDE
http://www.artbeads.com/basic-herringbone-stitch-video.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REglPqlYW54
http://www.beadingdaily.com/beadwork/stitch-pro-how-to-do-a-herringbone-stitch-turnaround


Seed Bead Color A

Seed Bead Color B

Crystal or Pearl Accent Bead

Flat Herringbone Patterns

Vertical Stripes
Columns of beads in 
same color/shape

Horizontal Stripes
Alternating rows of beads 
in same color/shape

Check Please!
Blocks of beads in same 
color/shape

Mashup
10 rows of vertical 
stripes, then 6 rows 
of checkerboard

Bollywood
Accent beads in space between 
herringbone rows.

Center Stage
One larger (11⁰) and one 
smaller (10⁰) bead in each pair.

Cubes
A 4mm cube and a stack 
of 3 - 15⁰ seed beads in 
each pair.
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